
Rule Violation 
2.20 Erasing lines 
3.1.2 Equipment meets prescribed standards of safety and legality 
3.5  Warmup bats 
3.7.1  Required protective equipment - offense 
3.7.2  Required protective equipment – catcher 
3.10.1 to 3.10.8 Uniforms (8 separate violations) 
5.9.8  Scouting and electronic equipment 
5.11.2  Artificial noisemakers, musical instruments, airhorns, amplifiers 
6.5.3  Positions of offensive team during live ball 
6.5.4 Positions of offensive team between innings (3 separate violations) 
6.5.5  Positions of offensive team during pitcher throwing pitch or warmup pitches 
6.6.5 Positions of defensive team during live ball 
6.6.6.2 to 6.6.6.4  Positions of defensive team between innings (3 separate violations) 
9.1  No huddle defense 
9.5.3.7  Obstruction - rounding a base 
9.5.3.8 Obstruction - returning to or leading off if no play being made; option to issue 

warning if a play is being made 
9.5.3.9 Obstruction - fielder uses force to push runner off a base 
9.5.3.10 Obstruction - fielder positions herself in runner’s line of vision for release of pitch 
9.5.3.11  Obstruction - fielder positions herself in batter’s line of vision to distract batter 
10.10.8  Purposely trying to make the pitcher throw an illegal pitch 
10.13.1 Pitcher not wiping off any substance applied to her hand/fingers 
10.13.2 Applying moisture or foreign substance to ball or into glove, or deface the ball 
10.14 .1 Intentionally pitching at batter 
10.16  Returning pitched ball to pitcher 
10.18  Intentionally violating this rule to walk the batter 
10.19.4 Player other than pitcher throws a warm-up pitch 
11.2.4  Batter leaves her position in batter’s box as a deliberate attempt to create an 

illegal pitch 
11.9.3 Note 3 PA announcer or official scorer calls attention to an improper batter 
11.20.5.3  Batter throws bat which has potential to endanger anyone who is not making a 

play on the ball 
12.17.3.4.1  Offensive team personnel touch a runner during dead-ball award  
12.17.3.4.2  Offensive team personnel congregate at plate not in foul territory 
13.2.2  One-minute forfeit warning 
13.6.1 Player or coach deliberately throws or kicks a piece of equipment as a result of 

disgust or frustration 
13.6.2 Player or coach uses equipment in any way other than as intended 
13.8.3  Coach, player or team make disparaging comments on officiating to media during 

game 
13.8.4  Coach, player or team question strike zone any judgment call 
13.9  Coach, player or team incite the crowd 
13.10 No member of offense may call “time” or employ any other word or phrase, or 

commit any act for the obvious purpose of getting an illegal pitch call 
 


